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Abstract  

Biomineralization of tissues includes both mineralization processes that are necessary for the functioning of the 

organism and those that are harmful for it. This article discusses both types of mineralization, with particular focus 

on the occurrence of the so-called crystallization centers, i.e. places where the mineralization begins. Primary and 

secondary crystallization centers are distinguished. Characteristics of developing biomineralization and its 

consequences are discussed. 
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1. Introduction

Calcification phenomena, otherwise called biomineralization of tissues, are widely known and described in literature 

[1-3]. So far, there is no complete description of that process from the mineralogical and biochemical point of view. 

This article is intended to provide more detailed information on those processes. 

 Tissue mineralization is a phenomenon both necessary (bones, teeth) and potentially deadly for the organism 

(mineralization of arteries, heart components, cartilage, brain, lungs, tumors, etc.). 

Two components are required for development of either type of mineralization: mineralizing substances and 

crystallization centers, i.e. places where the mineralization can start. In the absence of either of these conditions, 

tissue mineralization is impossible. This rule applies both to the necessary and the harmful type of mineralization. 
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The objective of researching mineralization and understanding ways of its development is to prevent "calcification" 

and, if it is already present, to dissolve it. This problem can not be overestimated because it results in many diseases 

and, consequently, death. 

Tissue mineralization, especially the harmful type, can be hidden or overt [3-5]. 

 Hidden mineralization does not manifest either macroscopically or microscopically. It can only be detected by 

sensitive chemical methods. Despite the "normal" appearance of such mineralized tissues, they show elevated 

contents of various elements. Those elements get built into biological structures, replacing atoms in the atomic 

structures of different organic compounds, or settle into damaged sites of these structures. Mineralization can either 

stop there or evolve into overt mineralization. 

Overt mineralization is recognizable macroscopically and microscopically. It’s represented by a variety of forms 

such as mineral grains, plaques (e.g. atherosclerosis) or even crystals. 

1.1 Bones 

Bone mineralization is the mineralization of bone collagen by the alkaline phosphatase produced by the osteoblast. 

Bone collagen has genetically programmed crystallization centers in which alkaline phosphatase crystallizes into 

carbonate hydroxyapatite. Those centers are places in the atomic structure of collagen that contain free bonds, i.e. 

electrical charges. They make cations and anions from adjacent alkaline phosphatase connect to the collagen, 

building microcrystals of carbonate hydroxyapatite (Figure 1). Filling all the crystallization centers in bone collagen 

and full development of the crystals building in them takes a dozen years and results in complete development of 

bone. Thanks to this process the bone achieves its optimum strength parameters. 

Figure 1: Schematics of a center of crystallization of  hydroxyapatite {Ca5(PO4, CO3)3 OH, Cl, F} in bone collagen. 
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Understanding this process, especially the factor or factors of osteogenesis, is important both in the case of bone 

adhesions and, for instance, development of bone cancer. It is essential in many bone diseases, including those 

related to their under-mineralization or over-mineralization. It may also prove to be crucial in the fight against 

osteoporosis [2,6-10], because stimulating bone to rebuild itself could not only stop osteoporosis, but bring the bone 

to perfect condition. Positive effects of being able to stimulate this process are impossible to overestimate. 

The basic problem is restarting the production of alkaline phosphatase by osteoblast mitochondria, and generating 

collagen with crystallization centers. Creating these two elements is the basis of osteosynthesis and, for example, 

regeneration of trabeculae damaged by osteoporosis. 

The occurrence of crystallization centers is also connected with demineralization of bone and deterioration of 

trabeculae. The conditions for this deterioration include such a pH to dissolve the carbonate hydroxyapatite in bone 

collagen. It dissolves when the pH is lower than 6.6, i.e. when the environment is "acidic" [7,9,10]. "Acidification" 

of the natural bone environment takes place when excess CO2 is present. This is the case, for example, when the 

microvessels in bone are blocked and the gas, which is a product of bone cell metabolism, can not be eliminated. 

Such situation occurs when the bone microvessels are "clogged" [9,10]. Carbonate hydroxyapatite crystals are 

dissolved, forming holes in collagen, which is then more easily destroyed. The result is loss of trabeculae and 

weakening of physical parameters of bone, which becomes more susceptible to breaking. 

1.2 Arteries and heart components 

Arteries (from small to large) are mineralized, while veins are not [11,12]. This is connected with the chemistry of 

blood in both types of vessels. Oxidized arterial blood is slightly alkaline, while venous blood, containing CO2, 

which easily forms carbonic acid, is slightly acidic. This difference is sufficient for phosphate mineralization to 

occur in arteries, but not in veins [13-16].  

Mineralization in arteries occurs both in their walls and the inner surface that is covered by endothelium. Arterial 

mineralization can be hidden or overt. It leads to various types of arterial dysfunctions that are dangerous to humans. 

Such mineralization usually comes in the form of phosphates, including carbonate hydroxyapatite, cholesterol, fats, 

and others. 

For arterial mineralization to develop, two conditions must be met: mineralizing substance in arterial blood, and 

crystallization centers in the artery. The causes of increased amounts of "mineralizers" are varied and will not be 

discussed here. Likewise with the centers of crystallization (mineralization) of cholesterol, calcification, etc. Those 

centers, i.e. places where for instance "atherosclerotic plaque" can develop, may be genetic and transmitted from 

generation to generation. They may also be secondary, i.e. be the effect of mechanical destruction of arteries as a 

result of excessive physical effort, influence of chemicals or particles entering the body (the bloodstream) from the 

outside. They may also develop as a result of infection.  
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In that case, the artery walls, their inner surfaces (intima), and parts of left heart damaged by the toxins that result 

from the metabolism of the infecting microorganisms. The effects of this interaction are places where the atomic 

tissue structure is destroyed. Resulting damaged sites are characterized by the presence of free chemical bonds that 

are endowed with electrical charges. These are crystallization centers, where the process of mineralization of 

damaged arteries and heart components can begin (Figure 2 and 3). Those centers are incidental, hence their random 

locations. 

They may coexist with centers of another genesis (genetic, etc.), blurring the image of their origins. 

Figure 2: Phosphate (apatite) crystals mineralizing the endothelium surface in the cartoid (SEM). 

Figure 3: Schematics of damage to the endothelium and creation of crystallization center with electrical charges, 

where mineralization with hydroxyapatite, cholesterol etc. may begin. 
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Formation of crystallization centers (development of calcifications) in the artery wall itself has a similar mechanism. 

Structural defects here, e.g. in tunica media, may have genetic, mechanical, or infectious background. Initiation of 

crystallization takes place in those spots. Its effects are widely known. Both types of mineralization, i.e. in the 

endothelium and the wall, often coexist in the examined arteries. Their placement is incidental and related to 

localization of tissue damage. It may affect both large and small arteries, although the latter, due to their small 

diameter, seem predisposed to faster mineralization. 

An interesting phenomenon is mineralization (crystallization) developing in tissues as related to solubility product of 

various substances. None of the substances mineralizing tissues are present in those tissues or body fluids in excess 

of their solubility product. Exceeding those values (the amount of "mineralizers") would mean destruction of the 

body, and yet the crystallization of tissues is a common phenomenon. 

Studies show that tissue mineralization is achieved through ionic currents, and not by exceeding the solubility 

product. This phenomenon can be described as follows: At the crystallization center, due to the destruction of atomic 

biological structures, electrical charges occur. They are the "magnet" that captures electrically charged ions flowing 

by. The captured ions not only bind with the defective structure in a specific way, but, having electric charges 

themselves, they catch additional ions. In this way, the formation of crystals, concretions, atherosclerotic plaques 

etc. begins and continues. 

It is interesting that the result of such mineralization in arteries and heart components are not only inorganic crystals 

(e.g. hydroxyapatite) or cholesterol, which is also a crystalline substance, albeit an organic one. The result of this 

process can be mixed organic-mineral or mineral-organic crystals with different proportions of both components 

(Figure 4). This occurs when arterial blood has elevated levels of each component, i.e. calcium, phosphorus and 

cholesterol. This is not only scientifically interesting, but creates additional, serious problems in the attempts to 

dissolve such mineral-organic substances [16].    

Figure 4: Cholesterol crystals containing an admixture of phosphates (crystals with mixed organic-inorganic 

structure) crystallizing in the crystallization center, i.e. aortic valve flap damaged by inflammation (SEM).  
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1.3 Lungs 

Calcifications, or lung mineralization, develops, especially after infections, like in other tissues. Microorganisms 

that cause infections spread in the lungs especially when the infection is transmitted by air. Those microorganisms 

(bacteria, viruses, fungus, etc.) multiply in the lungs and secrete various toxins as products of their metabolism. The 

amount of these toxins and their effect on, among others, the alveoli, increase along with the multiplication of the 

microorganisms in the lungs and the whole body. At this stage of infection, we see the increase in the destructive 

effects of these toxins on the lungs, but also other organs, because toxins circulate in the bloodstream throughout the 

body.   

This stage of disease is the development of the process of lung tissue destruction and formation of centers of future 

crystallization. Lungs are a special place where the exchange of CO2 in venous blood for oxygen circulating in 

arterial blood takes place. This process changes the pH from slightly acidic in venous blood to slightly alkaline in 

arterial blood. Due to this change of chemical conditions, there is a possibility of calcification (mineralization) 

developing in the arteries transporting oxidized blood in the lungs. However, in healthy, non-infected body there are 

no crystallization centers (damaged tissues) so calcifications do not develop.     

From the point of view of physicochemistry of the environment, crystallization is not possible.  They do not appear 

in the development phase of infection either, because the toxins produced by microorganisms are acidic (CO2, 

organic acids, etc.) and prevent crystallization of phosphates - main components of calcifications. 

The situation changes when the body heals, which is when the infectious microorganisms are systematically 

removed from the organism. The "environment" of the lungs turns from infected and "acidified" back to its normal, 

original conditions. The pH increases to slightly alkaline and the chemical conditions for the crystallization of 

calcium phosphates (calcifications - Figure 5) appear. In addition, after the infection there are spots in the lungs that 

have been damaged by toxins from the infecting microorganisms - or crystallization centers. The process of 

crystallization of calcifications in the lungs begins, which we can then see on x-ray. The formation of calcifications 

undoubtedly worsens the gas exchange in the lungs, so it is an unfavorable phenomenon. 

Can the process of calcification of the lungs and the whole organism be reduced? No doubt, the way is to reduce the 

number of crystallization centers, i.e. to limit the amount of toxins produced by infecting microorganisms. The 

method is to quickly stop the proliferation of infectious microorganisms through the use of appropriate drugs, 

including antibiotics.      
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1.4 Tumors 

In tumor tissues, elevated content of elements [1,17-20] and intense development of blood vessels [21-24] are 

observed. Mineralization is usually hidden and its quantities are small, so it can be determined only using sensitive 

chemical methods. Sometimes, however, massive "calcifications" appear in tumors. They are typically mineralized 

with calcium phosphates. 

Studies show that mineralization of cancer sites may have two fold origin. The first phase of mineralization is when 

body fluids are mineralized in tissues. Not only elevated amounts of cations and anions (mainly Ca, P, but also 

others) are present in the fluids, but there are also slightly elevated amounts of charged molecules (carcinogenic – 

tarry substance from cigarettes, asbestos, etc.). 

Both ions and compounds in the fluids become a danger and can mineralize DNA at the time of cell multiplication. 

Division of cellular DNA also takes place at that point in time. Different parts of DNA determine different life 

processes of the cell. One of the parts is a fragment that determines the frequency of cell procreation. Its degradation 

may lead to acceleration of the multiplication of the cell. 

If the cell and DNA division takes place in an environment where there is too little or too much of "mineralizing" 

substances, a structural defect may be generated throughout the DNA, including in the particular segment that is 

responsible for the frequency of cell multiplication. 

There is a possibility of this defect to appear in different parts of the DNA segment responsible for the multiplication 

of the cell. It is also possible for various substances that are present in the site of the cell multiplication to attach to 

this fragment of DNA. 

In addition, DNA degradation may occur in cells of different tissues. This is the reason for the vast variety and 

diversity of tumors that occur. The whole process, from the mineralogy point of view, can be called 

biomineralization of DNA, which in this case leads to the development of neoplastic processes, i.e. cancer (Figure 6, 

Table 1). 

Figure 6: Carcinoma planoepitheliale 1.3.1 according to WHO.  Points marked in yellow - places of chemical 

analyzes with EDS method. Scanning microscope, magnification accoriding to scale. 
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Element Content (weight %) 

Na 0

Mg 0

Al. 0

Si 0

Ca 4,34

Fe 0,67

Sn 0,59

P 3,58

S 2,89

K 0

Cl 0

N 0

Table 1: Results of chemical analysis of the sample at point 19-1-1 (Figure 6) 

Tests of neoplastic tissues also indicate that the propagating cells themselves can be further mineralized in the later 

stages of the cancer process. This suggests that tumor cells (probably not of all types of tumors) have ability to 

change the local chemistry of the environment of the developing tumor [1,17-19,25,26]. 

These overlapping processes create an extremely complex and difficult to analyze image. Especially since the tumor 

biomineralization, which we observe radiologically or histopathologically, often does not reveal minute, subtle, yet 

so important changes in tissue chemistry. 

We are faced with: 

- the original mineralization of body fluids (caused by various factors) 

- DNA biomineralization (in different places) during cell division 

- secondary mineralization of the tumor (e.g. intercellular spaces) by substances secreted by tumor cells 

In addition, the neoplastic process may be stopped at each of these stages. All of these phenomena leading to tumor 

growth add to the enormous complexity of their treatment.  

Conclusion 

Knowledge and views on the creation and biomineralization of crystallization centers in selected human tissues were 

presented. Obtained test results may serve as a basis for further research on, among others: osteoporosis, proper 

bone mineralization, fighting atherosclerosis by blocking arterial crystallization centers, as well as preventing DNA 

mineralization in cancer development processes.       
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